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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the recent paper [1], three basic schemes, differing through the use of alternative averaging 
procedures, were extended to apply to the one-dimensional St.Venant equations governing rough- 
turbulent flow of water in an open channel, and to the two-dimensional shallow water equations. 
In this companion paper, we present and compare the numerical results obtained when using 
these schemes on a range of problems. 
2. ONE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS 
2.1. Formulations 
Two possible formulations for the one-dimensional open channel flow equations were presented 
in [1]. The first formulation considered numerical solutions of the system 
wt + f= + Dh= = c, (2.1) 
where 
w = (A, Au) T, (2.2a) 
f(w) = (Au, Au2) T, (2.2b) 
h(w) = ( \0, , (2.2e) 
o__(o ° o), 
c(w) = O,g~-~B'(x)  - gAz ' (x )  - 0.0009gAulul 2A/B  + B , (2.2e) 
with the quantities A, u, x, t, 9, B, z denoting channel cross-sectional area, velocity, space, time, 
acceleration constant, channel breadth, height of the riverbed, respectively. 
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The second formulation considered numerical solutions of the equivalent system 
Wt + Fx = C, (2.3) 
where 
W = (¢, ¢u) T, 
= [ \¢u, Cu 2 + F(W) 
C(W)  = (-•*Sl -¢i$2BI g,Z I __ O.O009q,i/,l?./,i ( CS ,~--4/3~ 
with all variables as before, and ¢ = gd, where d is the depth. 
(2.4a) 
(2.45) 
T 
, (2.4c) 
2.2. Numerical  Schemes 
For each of the above formulations, there were three basic schemes presented in [1] for the 
numerical solution of the equations based on different averaging procedures, denoted by a, ~, 
and 7, the details of which are contained in that paper. 
3. TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS 
Numerical solutions were proposed in [1] for the two-dimensional equations 
¢~+~x+d~=t+g,  (3.1) 
where 
~" = (¢, Cu, Cv) T, (3.2a) 
( ¢~ )T  
F(~r) = Cu, Cu 2 + -~,¢uv , (3.2b) 
( d (~) = \¢v, ¢~,  Cv ~ + , (3.2c) 
(fv) = (0, g¢(hz  - sx), 0) T , (3.2d) 
(@) = (0, 0, g¢ (h~ - s~)) T , (3.2e) 
where ¢, u, v denote g multiplied by the total height above the channel bottom, and the compo- 
nents of the fluid velocity in the x and y directions. The quantities =, su are source terms due 
to friction, for which there is more than one model. 
As for the one-dimensional problem, there are three basic numerical schemes denoted by a,/~, 
and 7 differing through the averaging of flow variables used and whose details can also be found 
in [1]. 
4. TEST  PROBLEMS 
We consider three test problems to assess the schemes outlined in Sections 2 and 3. 
PROBLEM 1. Consider a wide, frictionless channel whose bottom surface is flat, and a barrier 
placed across its width. The water on one side of the barrier is at a different height to that on 
the other. At time t - 0 the barrier is removed and the resulting flow consists of a bore travelling 
downstream and a depression wave travelling upstream. To treat this one-dimensional problem 
numerically, consider a fixed region 0 _< x < 1 with a barrier at x = 0.5. The upstream water 
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Figure 1. A schematic representation f the dam in Problem 1. 
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Figure 2. Channel breadth in Problem 2. 
height is ¢1 and the downstream water height is ¢0, as represented in Figure 1. The governing 
equations are given by equation (2.1) (or (2.3)) with c = 0 (or C = 0) and B - constant. The 
assumption ofzero friction is made so that the numerical solution can be compared with the exact 
solution and the ratio ¢1/¢0 determines whether the flow downstream ofthe barrier is subcritical 
or supercritical. For large values of the ratio ¢1/¢0 the flow downstream of the barrier becomes 
supercritical nd the bore can be difficult o capture. 
PROBLEM 2. Consider the flow in a channel with a smooth constriction and a sloping bottom 
surface, which shelves. This geometry induces a flow which becomes upercritical nd the gov- 
erning equations are given by (2.1) (or (2.3)). This problem represents a balancing of momentum 
and friction as the solution reaches a steady state. It is for this reason that the friction terms are 
included, and the steady state problem with no friction is trivial. The channel is 10000 metres 
long, and the breadth, B, varies from 10 metres to 5 metres to 10 metres (see Figure 2). The 
bed slope is taken to be a constant value, except between 4500 and 5500 metres where twice this 
value is taken (see Figure 3). Only one boundary condition eeds to be applied to each end of 
the channel. At the left-hand end the mass flow, Q = Au is specified, and at the right-hand end 
the depth, d, is specified by extrapolation from the interior. 
PROBLEM 3. This is a two-dimensional dam break problem with a nonsymmetrical breach. The 
computational domain is defined by a channel 200 m long and 200 m wide and the governing 
equations are given by (3.1). The nonsymmetrical breach is 75m and the dam is 10m thick, 
as shown in Figure 4. Initially, the water is at different heights ¢o, ¢i either side of the breach. 
For the purposes of comparison with previously computed solutions [3], we consider a horizontal, 
frictionless channel. The boundary conditions at the wall are taken as reflecting ones, so that the 
surface elevation and tangential velocity is taken as the same either side of the cell straddling 
the computational boundary, and 4normal velocity is taken as equal in magnitude but opposite in 
sign. 
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Figure 3. Channel cross-section i Problem 2. 
Figure 4. The computational domain for Problem 3. 
5. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
Numerical results are given and compared for the three problems of Section 4 using the schemes 
outlined in Sections 2 and 3 for the two alternative formulations for one-dimensional flows, and 
for two-dimensional flows, using each of the schemes cz, B, and 7. 
PROBLEM 1. Various ratios of ¢I/¢0 are taken in order to include both subcritical and super- 
critical flows. We note that the schemes based on the alternative formulations of Section 2.1 are 
equivalent for a horizontal frictionless channel as is the case here. The results, together with the 
exact solution are given in Figures 5-11, each of which show ¢ and u. Figures 5-9 represent the 
cases ¢I/¢0 = 2, 5, 10, 20, and 100, respectively, where ¢i = I and 50 mesh points have been used 
together with each of the schemes. The solutions obtained using scheme cx,/~, and 7 are denoted 
by 'o', '+' and 'x', respectively, throughout. In the case ¢I/¢0 = 100, where the downstream 
flow is supercritical, there is a lack of resolution and the solution is significantly improved using 
100 mesh points as in Figure 10. For supercritical cases, i.e., values of ¢I/¢0 > 7.2, 100 mesh 
points are generally needed to obtain a good approximation to the exact solution. This can been 
seen for the case ¢I/¢0 = 250 in Figure 11. All figures are at t = 0.25 and are computed with 
the superbee limiter. 
PROBLEM 2. For this problem, the two alternative formulations are' different. Figure 12 shows 
the results for Problem 2 using formulation 1 and scheme c~ and for a slope of 0.01, and the 
depth, d, and the Proude number, F = u/v/'#'-d, are displayed. Figure 13 shows the corresponding 
results for a slope of 0.02 for formulation i and scheme c~. Both sets of results are for 100 
mesh points, a massflow of 20 cubic metres per second, and after a time of 3000 seconds. To 
make a comparison with the other schemes/~ and 7, we plot the difference d~ - do, F~ - Fa 
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Figure 5. Solution of Problem 1 with ~bl/~bo = 2 and 50 mesh points. 
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Figure 6. Solution of Problem 1 with ~1/~0 = 5 and 50 mesh points. 
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Figure 8. Solution of Problem 1 with ~1/~o --- 20 and 50 mesh points. 
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Figure 9. Solution of Problem 1 with ~z/~bo = 100 and 50 mesh points. 
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Figure 10. Solution of Problem 1 with ~l/~bo -- 100 and 100 mesh points. 
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Figure 11. Solution of Problem 1 with ~1/~o := 250 and 100 mesh points. 
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Figure 12. Solution of Problem 2 with bed-slope of 0.01 and formulation 1 with 
scheme r,. 
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scheme c~. 
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Figure 14. Solution of Problem 2 with bed-slope of 0.01 and formulation 1 with 
scheme/3 compared with scheme a. 
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scheme/~ compared with scheme c~. 
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Figure 29. Solution of Problem 3 with ¢o/¢I = 0.005 and scheme ~ compared with 
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using formulation 1 for a slope of 0.01 and 0.02 in Figures 14 and 15, respectively, and d r - d~, 
F~ - Fa for the two different slopes are shown in Figures 16 and 17. The corresponding results 
to these using formulation 2 for each scheme a,/~, and ~/for the two different slopes are given in 
Figures 18-23. 
PROBLEM 3. Two sets of initial conditions are chosen here 
(a) ¢1/g = 10, ¢o/g = 5, and 
(b) ¢1/g = 10, ¢o/g = 0.05, 
representing tailwater/reservoir height ratios of 0.5 and 0.005, respectively, and a grid of 41 × 41 
points in a mesh size of 5 m by 5 m. The results displaying surface elevation contours for these 
two cases are shown in Figures 24 and 25, respectively, at time t = 7. ls and for scheme c~. The 
corresponding results for scheme/~ are given as differences from the solution for scheme c~ in 
Figures 26 and 27, and for scheme ~/in Figures 28 and 29. (N.B. The figures display contours 
where the dam is still intact since it is not possible to mask these areas.) 
For each scheme, the practical time step restriction is At <_ Ax /A ,  where A is the maximum 
(approximate) igenvalue throughout the flow simulation, and does not differ significantly from 
one scheme to another. For example, for Problem 1 the time step chosen is At = 0.01 so that 
25 time steps are taken. A 50% increase in this time step could be made and the above restriction 
will still be satisfied. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
For Problem 1 we see that the results for schemes c~,/~, and ~/are comparable and satisfactory. 
Similarly for Problem 2, the results for schemes c~, /~, and "y are comparable, and the results 
from Formulations 1 and 2 are also in agreement, regardless of which scheme is used, with 
only a small discrepancy between them. Similar agreement can be seen when comparing the 
results for Problem 3 using the three alternative schemes. In conclusion, there is no essential 
qualitative difference between the results obtained using any of the three schemes or the two 
alternative formulations, only a small quantitative difference and therefore any one could be used 
in principle. Moreover, since it has already been concluded that there is no significant difference 
in the computational cost of the schemes or alternative formulations [2], any one could be used in 
practice. The principal difference in each is the numerical device used for jump capturing, based 
on different averaging procedures, and in the one-dimensional case, the two formulations based 
on using the cross-sectional rea or the surface elevations as primitive variables. 
This result is of importance because it means that any of the schemes and formulations can be 
used with confidence, and for more complex models subsequent investigation may show that one 
scheme and formulation generalises more easily than the other ones. 
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